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Copen mini convertible sports vehicie

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. to Offer Wider Selection for DRESS PARTS
Move made to commercialize Copen Adventure created based on
ideas from consumers

Copen Cero

Copen Robe

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter Daihatsu) will launch the Copen mini open sports car with
a wider selection of DRESS PARTS nationwide on October 3.
The Copen features the new D-Frame frame structure and DRESS-FORMATION panels that can
be attached and removed, creating the image of a vehicle that offers impressive driving performance”
and expre one’s. Daihatsu currently markets three design types: the Copen Robe launched in June
2014, and the Copen Xplay and the Copen Cero. Daihatsu sold a total of 18,000 units of the Copen at
the end of August 2016, winning the support of a large number of customers.
Daihatsu will now market DRESS PARTS as a set that allows for the body panels of the Copen
Robe to be replaced with those of the Copen Cero. In addition to the full set for replacing all the body
panels of Copen Robe with those of the Copen Cero, there are also the front set for replacing the
front panels and the rear set for the replacing the rear panels. The full set is priced at 374,760 yen*１,
and the front and rear sets are each priced at 206,280 yen*１.
British green mica, exclusive color for the Copen Cero, is also now available as a special color for
the DRESS PARTS. This color, which is usually not available for the Copen Robe, can only be
selected by those who purchase the DRESS PARTS.
In addition, on October 3 Daihatsu began marketing the Copen Adventure body kit, DRESS
PARTS for the Copen Xplay, from D-SPORT. These DRESS PARTS were given the highest award
among the ideas collected from consumers in the COPEN DRESS-FORMATION Design Award,
which was held at the same time as the launch of the Copen Cero. The Copen Adventure body kit
was mounted in the Copen Adventure showcased at the Tokyo Auto Salon 2016. This model has
been refined as a commercial model and is now available through the DRESS CLOUD CONNECT, a
website for Daihatsu parts operated by SPK Corporation, at Daihatsu dealers nationwide.
*1: Consumption tax included. Manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP). The price does not include the cost for installation.
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＊Overview of DRESS PARTS＊
[DRESS PARTS: Content of set, and price (consumption tax included) for Copen Cero⇒Copen
Robe]
Content of set

Price(yen)

Head lamp (left and right), rear combination lamp
Full set

(left and right), hood, trunk lid, front/rear bumper,

374,760

front/rear fender (left and right)
Head lamp (left and right), hood, front bumper, front
Front set

206,280
fender (left and right)
Rear combination lamp (left and right), trunk lid,

Rear set

206,280
rear bumper, rear fender (left and right)

(Reference)
＊ Copen Adventure ＊

Copen Xplay

*The retail price is planned at 250,000 yen.
*The illustrations are design sketches. They differ from the actual designs of the commercial model. For
details, contact D-SPORT.

